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A series of LaFe1xTixO3 (x ¼ 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8) nanoparticles have been successfully synthesized
by simple co-precipitation technique. The synthesized samples (calcined at 800 C/3hr) were characterised for structural, optical and magnetic properties. Structural phase formation of the crystal shows
orthorhombic planes of these samples phases. The average crystallite size (Dc) is decreasing with a
dopant and found to be varying between ~ 9 and 25 nm. Tailored surface morphology was analyzed using
scanning electron microscope (FESEM) and transmission electron microscopes (TEM) with selected area
electron diffraction pattern (SAED) also conﬁrms the evolution of orthorhombic phases. Diffuse reﬂectance spectra (DRS) are recorded to evaluate the variation of optical band gap (Eg) upon titanium doping
into the LaFeO3 system. The obtained results attributed that Eg values are increasing with dopant altering
between 2.05 and 2.61 eV. The metal oxide (M - O) stretching vibrations and few functional groups are
detected from infrared spectra (IR). The weak ferromagnetic behaviour is observed from hysteresis loop
behaviour. Additionally, the large hysteresis loop behaviour induces no saturation up to 15 kOe in
nanoparticles coercivity (Hc) and anisotropy constants (K1) are eventually decreasing with ‘x’ values.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The magnetic nanomaterial is a promising candidate material,
due to co-existing states of multiple coupled such as magnetism
and superconductivity [1e9]. Lanthanum iron oxide (LaFeO3) is an
ABO3 perovskite oxide having an orthorhombic structure [10e13].
It has attracted attention for distinct applications such as electrode
materials for fuel cells, photocatalyst, chemical sensors, nonvolatile magnetic memory devices and ultrasensitive magnetic
read heads of modern hard disk drives, etc. [14e21].
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Recently, LaFeO3 (LFO) has got much attention owing to its
multiferroicity [22]. It is a G-type antiferromagnetic material

possessing high Neel temperature (TN) of 480 C. Also shows a

ferroelectric transition at 200 C [21,22]. Orthoferrites are the
weak ferromagnetic materials with interesting magneto-optical
properties [23,24]. The magnetic structure is illustrated by two
face centred cubic sub-lattices. In this structure, each ferric ion
(Fe3þ) is surrounded by six oxygen ions (O2) attributing a
collinear arrangement of A and B-lattices. It gives rise to antiferromagnetic ordering. However, BO6 octahedra are titled to
different degrees based on the diameter of the cation at A-site and
show a net magnetic moment [25,26]. Nano-sized LFO exhibits
higher speciﬁc surface area (S) than its bulk counterpart, due to
quantum size effect [21]. It allows various dopants to accommodate in its structure and therefore, the properties can be tuned
based on the kind of dopant [27]. Preferential occupation of A-site
or B-sites by the doping element can also inﬂuence the electrical,
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optical and magnetic properties of LFO up to some extent [28]. In
the literature, no detailed report is available on the optical and
magnetic properties of substitution on B site by Ti ions using coprecipitation method. Hence, Nanocrystalline LaFe1xTixO3 powders have been prepared for investigating structural, optical and
magnetic properties using X-ray diffraction (XRD), energy
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), UVeVisible spectrometer, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer and vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)
respectively.
2. Experimental procedure
LaFe1-xTixO3 (x ¼ 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8) ceramic powders are prepared by Co-precipitation method with the aqueous solutions of
La(NO3)2$6H2O (99.6% purity, Sigma-Aldrich), Fe (NO3)2$9H2O
(99.6% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) and Titanium (IV) isopropoxide
(99.6% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) mixtures respectively in alkaline
medium. The solutions of La (NO3)26H2O, Fe (NO3)2$9H2O and Titanium (IV) isopropoxide in their stoichiometry (1 g of La
(NO3)2$6H2O in 50 ml), (0.8 g of Fe (NO3)2$9H2O in 50 ml), (0.2 g of
titanium (IV) isopropoxide in 50 ml) were dissolved in double
distilled water with a constant stirring. The neutralization is carried
out by adding the NaOH solution, and the pH is maintained around
at 10. The precipitation is formed when the solution continued
stirring for 3 h at 80  C; then the resultant precipitate is cooled to
ambient temperature. To remove the additional compounds of sodium and chloride, the precipitate is washed and ﬁltered several
times with double distilled water. To remove the water molecules,
the precipitate was dried at 100  C for 12 h. The dried sample was
ﬂuffy mass in appearance that is grinded for 2 h using the motor
pestle apparatus and the resulting powder was sintered for 3 hrs at
800  C. After sintering, the sample was once again grinded for 4 h to
make uniform particle size. The resultant powder is subjected to
XRD (Bruker X-Ray Powder Diffraction Meter, CuKa l ¼ 0.15418 nm),
SEM/EDAX (SEM with EDX using Carl Zeiss SUPRA-555), JASCO
UVeVisible spectrophotometer (V-670 PC), FT-IR spectrophotometer (IR afﬁnity-1, Shimadzu), TEM (TEM: Model Tecnai G20, FEI,
USA) andVSM (EV-7 VSM with Max. applied ﬁeld 15 kOe)
characterization.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structural analysis
Fig. 1 depicts the diffraction patterns of LaFe1-xTixO3 (LFTO)
nanoparticles. All the reﬂection planes are in good agreement with
the standard JCPDS: 82e1958 of orthorhombic LFO. Few secondary
phases (preceded by *) corresponding to La2TiO5 are detected for
the increased titanium concentrations (x ¼ 0.6e0.8).
The average diameter (D) of the sample is evaluated for the
intense peak positions using Scherrer's formula [29]:

kl
D¼
b cos q

(1)

where ‘k’ is a constant and is approximate equals to 0.9 for a
spherical symmetry, ‘l’ is X-ray wavelength of CuKa ¼ 1.5418 Å, ‘q’ is
diffraction angle and ‘b’ is full-width half maxima (FWHM).
The established results revealed that the crystallite size is
decreasing with the increase of Ti content and found to be varying
between ~9 and 26 nm. Respectively, similar kind of trend was

Fig. 1. XRD pattern of LaFe1-xTixO3 (x ¼ 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8).

reported [21]. This behaviour is attributed owing to weakening
crystal growth or an increase of elastic strain (ε ¼ b/4tanq) by Tiaddition. From Table 1, it is evident that ε evalue is increasing
from 35  104 to 26  103. The lattice constants (a, b &c)
calculated using the formula:

1
h2 k2 l2
¼
þ
þ
d2 a2 b2 c2

(2)

where ‘d’ is interplanar spacing distances and hkl are the Miller
indices. These are computed using X-powder 12 software. The
obtained data is shown in Table 1. A small change of unit cell volume (V ¼ abc) is noticed with titanium addition (Table 1). Iron
possible vacancies are Fe2þ, Fe3þ, and Feþ4. To ensure the charge
neutrality and stable orthorhombic structure, Fe4þ ions should
necessarily be formed in the lattice structure because of þ4 valence
of titanium. Hence, it removes ferric ions incorporating excess oxygen ions. Lanthanum ions preferentially occupy A-site while iron
ions occupy B-site in LFO structure. Upon Ti4þ doping, it replaces
Fe4þ ions. The ionic radii of La3þ (0.136 nm), Fe4þ (0.058 nm), Ti4þ
ions (0.061 nm) and O2 (0.155 nm) are responsible for various
structural parameters such as tolerance factors (t), lattice constants
and X-ray density (Dx) [21]. It is remembered that perovskite
Table 1
Structural parameters of LaFe1-xTixO3 (x ¼ 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8).
X

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

D(nm)
FWHM(b)
Strain (ε)
a(Å)
b(Å)
c(Å)
V (Å)3
Dx(g/cm3)
S (m2/g)
ncm1(M - O)

24.6
0.005
0.003
5.513
5.473
7.819
235.9
6.833
35.7
538.1

15.3
0.012
0.007
5.608
5.621
7.911
249.3
6.424
61.1
540.1

11
0.019
0.010
5.534
5.572
7.850
242.1
6.573
82.9
551.6

10
0.013
0.022
5.587
5.520
7.860
242.4
6.521
92.0
555.5

9
0.022
0.026
5.640
5.714
7.931
255.6
6.183
107.8
561.9
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Fig. 2. SEM photographs of LaFe1-xTixO3 (x ¼ 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8).

materials perform a stable structure depending upon their tolerance factor (t) and is mathematically given by

RA þ RB
k2 l2
ﬃþ 2þ 2
t ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b
c
2½RB þ R0 

(3)

where RA, RB and RO are ionic radii of A-site, B-site and oxygen ions
respectively. For a stable orthorhombic structure t < 0.96 [30]. In
this investigation t-values for [La3þ]A[Fe4þ,Ti4þ]BO2-structure are

0.645 & 0.644(<0.96) with respect to Ti and Fe-ions at B-sites
respectively. The high phase purity (absence of secondary phases)
at x ¼ 0 & 0.2 shows an increasing trend of lattice constants
(Table 1).
Since Ti4þ (0.61 Å) ionic radius is greater than that of Fe4þ
(0.58 Å). On the other hand for x ¼ 0.3e0.8, a unsystematic variation of lattice constants is noticed due to the presence of secondary
phases. The X-ray density (Dx) and speciﬁc surface area (S) are
calculated by following relations [30].
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Fig. 3. EDAX spectra of LaFe1-xTixO3(x ¼ 0 & 0.2).

Fig. 4. TEM images of LaFe0.8Ti0.2O3.
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D¼

ZM
Na3

(4)

S¼

6000
D*Dx

(5)

where Z (4) is a number of atoms per unit cell, M is the molecular
weight and N (6.023  1023) is the Avogadro's number. In respect of
the results (Table 1), at increased doping level, Dx is exhibiting
unsystematic trend due to presence of secondary phases. The surface area is increasing with rising x-value from 35.7 m2 g1
to107.8 m2 g1 owing to decrease of crystallite size. This clearly
reveals the fact that secondary phases can affect the dimensions,
volume of unit cell and density.
3.2. Surface morphology

Fig. 5. FTIR spectra of LaFe1-xTixO3 (x ¼ 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8).

Surface morphology and elemental analysis of nanoparticles are
carried out using scanning electron microscope (SEM) and energy
dispersive x-ray analysis (EDAX). In SEM photographs (Fig. 2) show

Fig. 6. UVeVisible spectra of LaFe1-xTixO3 (x ¼ 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8).
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Fig. 7. VSM analysis of LaFe1-xTixO3 (x ¼ 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8).
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3454.9 cm1which are designed to the symmetric and asymmetric
stretching modes of water molecules [31]. At approximately
1456.3 cm1 and 1687.9 cm1wave numbers, the bending modes of
the OeH bond are observed. A small absorption peak at 854.5 cm1
reveals the presence of metal oxide-bonds which are assigned to
the vibrations of FeeO and OeFeeO bonds [32].
3.4. UVeVisible absorption spectra

Fig. 8. A graphical representation of dopant vs. coercivity and grain size of the
nanopowders.

the particle grain size around 39e77 nm grains were detected. This
conﬁrms the formation of well nanocrystalline grains during the
heat treatment. As far as the shape is concerned, x ¼ 0 & 0.2
showed the ﬂat plate-like grains. However, for the rest compositions almost clustered spherical grains are observed. It is also
noticed that the obtained grain sizes (39e77 nm) are approximately identical to the crystallite size (25 - 9 nm) established from
diffraction studies. The small enhancement of grain size is due to
creeping of grain boundary when the specimen underwent heat
treatment. The EDAX spectra show the abundance of elements in
the nanopowders and are presented in Fig. 3. The presence of La, Fe,
Ti and O elements including their atomic (At%) and weight (Wt%)
percentages are reported (inset table of EDAX).
The surface morphology and structure of LFTO is investigated
by TEM and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns
respectively (Fig. 4). TEM photograph (x ¼ 0.2) shows a small
agglomeration among the nanoparticles. This is due to weak
magnetic interactions between the particles [17]. The average
grain size of 31.4 nm is consistent with the diffraction and SEM
results. The SAED pattern shows concentric circular pattern
attributing the polycrystalline structure and is very close to the
diffraction pattern of XRD (x ¼ 0.2). The SAED pattern lengths are
shown in Fig. 4.
3.3. FTIR analysis
Fig. 5 represents the Fourier transform infrared spectra (FT-IR) of
La1 xTixFeO3(x ¼ 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8) nano-powders. All spectra
show broad absorption bands around 540 - 560 cm1. A small shift
is identiﬁed for metal-oxide (M - O) towards the higher wave
numbers i.e. from 538.1 to 561.9 cm1. Some more absorption
bands are observed at approximately 3618.8 cm1 and

UVeVisible spectroscopy is employed to characterise the optical
properties of the LFTO nanoparticles. The direct band gap energy
(Eg) was determined by ﬁtting the absorption data to the direct
transition as the equation is ahn ¼ A (hn- Eg)1/2, where a is the
optical absorption coefﬁcient, hn is the photon energy, Egis the
direct band gap, and A is constant. The extrapolation of the linear
parts of the curves toward absorption equal to zero gives Eg for
direct transitions (Fig. 6). The estimated direct band gaps of all
samples are in the range of 2.05, 2.15, 2.39, 2.45 and 2.61 eV
[30,33,38]. The results are in consistent with the reported direct
bandgap value of LaFeO3 nanoparticles synthesized by solegel
auto-combustion method is 2.1 eV [34e36]. These small band gaps
of LaFeO3 are interesting for application in photocatalytic [37].
3.5. VSM analysis
The M - H loop behaviour of LaFe1-xTixO3 (x ¼ 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 &
0.8) is studied from vibrating sample magnetometer at room
temperature (RT) varying the applied magnetic ﬁeld (H) during the
range of 0 to ±15 kOe exhibit (Fig. 7). From hysteresis loop
behaviour it is conﬁrmed that the nanopowders exhibit weak
ferromagnetic nature having a small M - H loop. This may be due to
spin-canted iron moments generated from disordered surface spins
[21]. The magnetic parameters are reported in Table 2. It can be
seen from the table that magnetisation (Ms), magnetic moment
(nB), remanence (Mr) and squareness are increasing from
x ¼ 0e0.2. For further increase of x-value both the parameters are
showing a decreasing trend. The attained maximum value of all
magnetic parameters other than coercivity (Hc) and anisotropy
constant (K1) is interesting for x ¼ 0.2. High phase purity and an
increasing number of uncompensated spins of iron moments, in
turn, causes it. Since they can allow the domain wall motion freely;
this improves nB value. Likewise, the presence of secondary phases
and high concentration of non-magnetic cations (Ti4þ) can hide the
domain wall motion. Thus lowers the values of above mentioned
magnetic parameters. It is also found that the anisotropy constant
and coercivity are decreasing with the increase of non-magnetic
cations. This reveals a proportional relationship between Hc and
K1. Normally, coercivity is a crystallite size dependent parameter. At
x ¼ 0.8, magnetisation decreases owing to a high AFM spin alignments of Fe3þeO2eFe3þ& Fe4þ-O2-Fe4þ by superexchange
interaction. This leads to a reduction of magnetisation. At x ¼ 0.2
the maximum value of magnetisation shows magnetic memory
device applications.

Table 2
Magnetic properties of Ti-doped LaFeOx.
X

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Coercivity Hc (G)
Magnetisation Ms (emu)
Retentivity Mr (emu)
Squareness (Mr/Ms)
Magnetic moment (nB)
Anisotropy constant (K)

1217.6
6.49  103
542.9  106
0.084
2.82  104
8.23

855.0
8.25  103
747.2  106
0.091
3.56  104
7.35

683.5
5.97  103
339.6  106
0.057
2.56  104
4.25

583.6
5.83  103
264.5  106
0.045
2.48  104
3.54

462.5
2.32  103
127.7  106
0.055
9.82  104
1.12
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From Fig. 8, it is obvious that the coercivity is decreasing with
the increase of x-value due to a decrease in crystallite size (Dc).
Several researchers have reported the inverse relation of Hc and Dc
based on domain theory [39]. However, in this investigation, a
proportional relation is established. According to Stoner-Wohlfarth
model [39], for a weak ferromagnetic single domain particle, Hc
decreases as the particle size decreases due to a decrease of magnetic moment and anisotropy constant [40e43].
4. Conclusion
Nanoparticles of LaFe1xTixO3 (x ¼ 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) have been
prepared by Co-precipitation method. The average crystallite size
(Dc) is varying between 9 nm and 24.6 nm. The morphology is
analyzed using scanning electron microscope and transmission
electron microscope. The Eg values are increasing with dopant from
2.05 eV to 2.61 eV. The weak ferromagnetic behaviour is observed
from hysteresis loop behaviour. Coercivity (Hc) and anisotropy
constants (K1) are eventually decreasing with ‘x’ value. At x ¼ 0.2
the maximum value of magnetisation shows magnetic memory
device applications.
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